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By Shauna Gustafson
Staff writer
More than 750 Eastern students volunteered
this weekend as Friends for a Day at the 16th
annual Special Olympics Family Festival, which
was held at Lake Land College Saturday.
“The idea is that someone who has a disability
has a friend who doesn’t have a disability,” said
Kathlene Shank, professor in Eastern’s department
of special education.
Shank and Christy Hooser, special education
professor, helped organize the event. This was
Shank’s 16th year with the event and Hooser’s
ninth year. Shank said  about 7 percent of Eastern’s
student body had volunteered for the day, with vol-
unteers spanning all different majors.
Special Olympics Family Festival had about
1,200 Friends for a Day volunteering with an addi-
tional 1,000 to 1,500 other volunteers for a total of
about 2,500 volunteers overall.
Volunteers came from all over the Charleston-
Mattoon community, Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
System and Illinois Consolidated Telephone
Company, who sponsored the event.
The biggest part of the day for many volunteers
was being able to help someone else have a good
time.
A special day
Students offer friendship at Special Olympics Family Festival
Geneva White / Staff photographer
Above: Alison DeWolf, a junior ther-
apeutic recreation major, dances
with her Friend for the Day, Jeanne
Budds. Special Olympians and vol-
unteers could participate in a num-
ber of games and activities
Saturday at Lake Land College in
Mattoon.
Left: Cari Franklin, a junior middle
school math major, chats with
Special Olympian John Bodmer.
More than 700 Eastern students
volunteered in the Special Olympics
See SPECIAL Page 2
Panther Express
begins new route
By Chris Sievers
Student government editor
Panther Express, Eastern’s
shuttle bus service, will begin its
new route today, reducing the
number of stops and the running
time.
The new route is designed to
allow more stops in one hour and
increase the amount of time the
route runs, said Shuttle Bus
Coordinator Jeremy Ruppel.
“The new route is based on
increased amount of time the
route runs,” he said.
Ruppel said he had the stu-
dents best interest at mind when
designing the new route the bus
will follow.
“Keeping the students in mind
in order to get them to class
(helped in designing the route),”
he said.
The new route will allow the
bus to reduce the amount of time
it takes to run the route. The bus
will now be able to run the route
twice in one hour as opposed to
the old route time of 50 minutes.
“The new route runs twice
every hour and starts at 7:30 a.m.
(at Seventh Street and Polk
Avenue) and ends at 10:57 p.m.,”
he said.
The shuttle
bus committee
is looking into
extending the
hours the bus
will be in
operation, but
has not heard
from H&H
Transportation
on the feasibil-
ity of the idea,
Ruppel said.
“Extending the hours may be
in the near future for weekends
only,” Ruppel said. “I’m still wait-
ing for Monty Bennett, director of
purchases, to talk with H&H
Transportation.”
Ruppel said he hopes the new
schedule will increase the number
By Matt Neistein
City editor
Although he is “uncomfort-
able” with the idea, Mayor Dan
Cougill said he expects the
Charleston City Council to pass an
ordinance Tuesday extending bar
hours from 1 a.m. to 2 a.m. on
Friday and Saturday nights.
“I think it will go through,” he
said. “Let’s see if it works.”
Cougill said the city is attempt-
ing to meet Eastern students on a
common ground that benefits both
groups.
“I hope students see this as an
offer by the city to accommodate
them,” he said.
The ordinance will be tempo-
rary, lasting possibly until March
1, he said. If the city sees positive
results, the ordinance will be made
permanent.
Cougill defined “positive
results” as a decrease in after-
hours parties, noise complaints and
other alcohol-related minor
crimes.
“The amount of time we put
into noise complaints (is exces-
sive),” Cougill said. 
If the ordinance reduces the
effort police put into such crime,
“that’s the positive I see for the
city,” he said.
He also said bars are a better
place for students than house par-
ties.
“It’s a safer environment; more
controlled,” he said.
In other business, council mem-
bers will discuss an ordinance reg-
ulating malfunctioning fire alarms,
which will go in effect 10 days
after being passed. The ordinance
has been on public display since
Sept. 7 and Cougill said the effects
have been excellent.
“We haven’t had one (false)
call,” he said.
Council members also will
consider a resolution that “autho-
rizes and supports” an application
to the Illinois Housing
Development Authority’s HOME
Small Rental Properties program,
which grants money to landlords
to improve conditions in homes
they rent out.
The city currently is involved in
a program that helps residents of
“low to moderate” income homes
with upkeep of their houses.
“It fixes houses for people who
can’t afford to do it on their own,”
Cougill said, listing furnaces, roofs
and siding as some of the home
improvements performed.
The new program grants
money to landlords who own
homes and rent them out to year-
round residents who are employed
full time in the area. 
The grants are given out on a
judgment basis by the city, and
will only be given to landlords
who cannot afford to improve
their properties, not those who
simply choose not to improve
them.
“I feel very uncomfortable tak-
ing tax money to hand it to a land-
lord when he can (fix the home
himself),” Cougill said. “I will close
(such landlords) down if I can.”
Bar hours extension
likely to pass Tuesday
See EXPRESS Page 2
More inside
To find out what
time the Panther
Express is going
your way see the
revised schedule
inside.
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Congratulations to the Women of Alpha Sigma Tau
on receiving 1st in grades
Lauren Wasily
Lindsay Yoder
Katie Trapp
Panther Express by day
Where
7th and Polk
South Side Square
Division/ Taylor
Lantz Circle
Taylor Hall
Britney Ridge
Carman/ Greek Court
Thomas Hall
When
On every hour and half hour
:03 and :33 after every hour
:07 and :37 after every hour
:40 and :10 after every hour
:43 and :13 after every hour
:47 and :17 after every hour
:49 and :20 after every hour
:52 and :22 after every hour
University Union :55 and :25 after every hour
Day schedule runs from  7:30 a.m. to 5
p.m.  Monday through Friday
Panther Express by night
Where
7th and Polk
South Side Square
Division/ Taylor
Walker’s
Wal-Mart
Lantz Circle
Taylor Hall
Britney Ridge
Carman/ Greek Crt.
Thomas Hall
When
On every hour and half hour
:03 and :33 after every hour
:07 and :37 after every hour
:09 and :39 after every hour
:09 and :39 after every hour
:13 and :43 after every hour
:16 and :36 after every hour
:20 and :50 after every hour
:22 and :52 after every hour
:24 and :54 after every hour
University Union :27 and :57 after every hour
Night schedule runs from  6 to 
10:57 p.m. Monday through Friday 
n times reflect minutes after each hour
of students who ride the shuttle
bus.
“The goal (of the new sched-
ule) is to increase ridership. I
feel this schedule will fit the
needs of the students,” Ruppel
said.
Last week the Student Senate
approved Ruppel’s new route
proposal, which allowed the new
schedule to go into effect today.
Express
from Page 1
“I think being able to help any-
body have a fun day is more than
worth the time,” said Kelli Staley,
junior speech pathology major. 
Volunteers believed it was
important for them to take the time
to help with this event.
“It is important for the Special
Olympians to feel special at least
one day out of the year, because
they are special just like everyone
else, and they need to know that we
recognize that,” said Emily
George, a senior elementary educa-
tion major.
For many volunteers, the day
was just as much fun for them as it
was for their athlete.
“I think it is important to make
sure the Olympians have a good
day. If they have a good day, then
the volunteers have a great day,”
said Kristie Chrostowski, a junior
special education major.
Participants all had a favorite
part of the day.
“I like the horses; I like all the
games too,” said Special Olympian
Kathy Spencer.
Other athletes said the best part
of their day was their Friend for the
Day.
“(My favorite part was) Friends
for the Day and the parade,” said
Special Olympian Ralph Marrs.
Volunteers shared the sentiment
of meeting a new friend.
“It is a great place to be because
you get to see so many smiling
faces,” said Beth Voelker, a junior
early childhood special education
major. “It’s great to make a differ-
ence by being a friend today.”
The weather was an added
bonus, with the sunshine helping
everyone have a great time.
“It was a beautiful day and we
had a great time,” said Brandi
Hammond, a sophomore special
education major. “(We are here) to
prove that diversity makes the
world go ‘round. Every day in the
real world should be like today was
here.”
Special
from Page 1
Doodles taking up all the space in your notebooks?
Draw for The Daily Eastern News ... we’ll supply the paper
Call Meghan @ 2812
CHICAGO (AP) — Prosecutors
contend he can’t handle life’s daily
stresses, but a former doctor who
killed his wife with an ax and then
drowned his daughter could soon
be released from a state mental hos-
pital.
A judge has approved unsuper-
vised trips outside the Elgin Mental
Health Center for Lee Robin, who
could be released from the hospital
within 90 days.
Robin, 41, has lived at the Elgin
center since he confessed to strik-
ing his wife, Annette, 20 times with
an ax as she slept and then drown-
ing their 2 1/2-month-old daughter
Denise in the bathtub on Aug. 13,
1988. He was found not guilty by
reason of insanity.
Four days of testimony from
psychiatrists and other experts
showed that “the evidence is over-
whelming that the defendant is not
a threat to himself or others,” Cook
County Circuit Judge James
Flannery said Friday in approving
the unsupervised trips.
That finding did not console
Robin’s former in-laws.
“You have a medicated maniac
back on the street,” said Gary
Wronkiewicz, Annette Robin’s
brother-in-law. “He’s still sick.
They did say his mental illness
can’t be cured.”
“I just hope he doesn’t ever hurt
anybody else,” said Sue Matusiak,
Robin’s former sister-in-law.
Prosecutors argued there was no
evidence that Robin can handle
stressful transitions, such as finding
a job or a home.
“There are registration lists for
sex offenders, but there are no ax
murderer registries,” said Darren
O’Brien, a Cook County assistant
state’s attorney. “No one will know
where he is.”
A proposal for Robin’s release
initially allows him to take the train
unsupervised from Elgin to visit the
Isaac Ray Center at Rush
Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical
Center in Chicago.
After 90 days, Robin would take
the first steps toward staying
overnight at scattered housing sites
in Arlington Heights, Buffalo
Grove or Rolling Meadows.
Man who killed wife, daughter
close to leaving mental hospital
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MONDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
LARGE 5 TOPPING PIZZA
$9.99+TAX
WCW MONDAY NITRO * WWF RAW * MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
CHEESESTIX
SMALL
$3.99
MEDIUM
$5.99
LARGE
$6.99
CHUBBY S PIZZA
348-5454
Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union
581-3820
By Geneva White
Campus editor
Frances Murphy is an instructor who
teaches in a different type of classroom envi-
ronment. 
Murphy, an associate professor in the
school of family and consumer sciences, gets
to spend her afternoons with a group of 3-, 4-
and 5-year-olds in the child development lab
as part of a course called child development
practicum.
In the course, early childhood education
majors receive hands-on experience once a
week by working with the children under
Murphy’s instruction. Students taking the
class are required to spend an hour and 15
minutes in the classroom planning activities
to do with the children.
“This is a wonderful experience from a
faculty standpoint because it’s very experi-
ence oriented,” she said. “I can demonstrate
and model the techniques and philosophy I
teach in the classroom.”
The child development practicum pro-
gram has been at Eastern for 30 years and
includes children of students, faculty, staff
and members of the community. The children
range from infants to 5-year-olds and spend
an hour a day in the lab. 
“I get to deal with the children and their
families and the college students,” said
Murphy, an Eastern alumna who received her
master’s degree in home economics in 1979.
“It’s very gratifying.”
It was during her time as a graduate assis-
tant in the child development lab that she
decided to spend her career teaching others
how to work with children.
“I admired the faculty in the school of fami-
ly and consumer sciences,” Murphy said. “I
wanted to be a part of that faculty.”
After completing her education at Eastern,
Murphy returned to her hometown of Fort
Worth, Texas to pursue her doctorate at Texas
Women’s University. A mother of five,
Murphy spent about eight years getting her
doctorate while she raised her children and
taught part time.
Having a family also inspired Murphy to
teach in the school of family and consumer
sciences.
“If I’d chosen my major before I had chil-
dren, it would have been different,” she said.
“It’s kind of best to wait later (to choose a grad-
uate program) because then interests change.”
Murphy said she originally wanted to
become an elementary school teacher, but
decided she was better suited to instruct others
how to teach. 
The most interesting aspect about her job
is the variety of special visitors who stop by
the lab to meet the children. So far, the lab has
been visited by a firefighter, a turtle, a sheep
and the latest – a newborn baby. 
“The university community is very gener-
ous,” Murphy said. “That’s the interesting thing
– the people who make their professional lives
available to students.”
The one accomplishment Murphy is most
proud of is the seven months she spent on
sabbatical in the Republic of Moldova to
observe the country’s culture and family life.
“It was very instructive,” she said. “A lot
of things are the same. Their family life is
more close-knit than ours.”
Teaching students to teach
By Chad Merda
Sports editor
The man who pleaded guilty to
secretly videotaping athletes in a
locker room at Lantz Gym was
sentenced to two years of court
supervision Thursday.
Lance A. Schneiderman, 27,
will not have a record if he com-
plies with the terms of the sen-
tence and commits no other
crimes, according to court docu-
ments.
In July, he pleaded guilty to a
misdemeanor charge of unautho-
rized videotaping, which took
place Oct. 3 in the Southeast
Missouri State football team’s
locker room while the players
were dressing and undressing.
Schneiderman was ordered by
Circuit Judge Paul Komada to be
evaluated for possible mental
health treatment, according to
court documents. 
Schneiderman, who lived in
Shumway at the time, was
employed as a teacher and track
coach in Beecher City and said he
brought the camera to videotape
the Eastern track athletes at prac-
tice and show the tape to the ath-
letes he coached so they could
learn the correct jumping and run-
ning technique, according to court
documents.
Nobody was practicing
because of the football game, so
he went in the locker room to
shower. 
Schneiderman said he had the
camera in his gym bag and
decided to videotape anybody in
view, according to court docu-
ments.
Schneiderman said at the time,
he didn’t even know if the tape
had worked and may have just
taped the inside of his bag.
Peeping Tom sentenced to two  years court supervision
Professor devotes her career to instructing future educators
Geneva White / Staff photographer
Frances Murphy, an associate professor in the
school of family and consumer sciences, shows
Isaac Dallas, 3,  how to diaper a baby during a
child development practicum lab.
Monday
profile
Apparently the customer
is not always rights
OK, how many times has this hap-
pened to you ... It’s been a long day at
work or school and you’re hungry  so
you go through the drive-thru of your
favorite eatery and find out when you get
home they messed up your order. It
could be you’re missing an order of fires
or they didn’t prepare your burger the
way you asked for. In any case, you got
screwed! Now some of us will just deal
with it and unhappily eat what you
received; then there are those of us who
will call the restaurant and complain.
Now the real pain begins. Some restau-
rants will say “Oh! we’re sorry.” and
write your name down for a free meal
the next time you come in. This doesn’t
help you now because you’re still hun-
gry. Some restaurants will make you
bring back the product so they can look
it over and say “OK, here’s the replace-
ment sandwich” and send you on your
way home. This still matters little
because you had to make two trips
instead of one.
Whatever happened to the phrase
“the customer is always right!?” In this
day and age where big businesses typi-
cally “screw” one another on a daily
basis, why do we, the consumer, have to
get “screwed” too. This leads to my
story ...
Less than six months ago, I pur-
chased a 56K modem for my computer
for approximately $40 from . I thought
it was a great deal because they are
close by and on the receipt it said “All
items carry a one year off-site parts and
labor limited warranty.” All of these
things made me happy I purchased this
modem. That was until now. It took
three months for me to finally install the
modem because I needed an Internet
provider before I could use it. In time I
found an Internet provider and booted
up my computer for the final run. All
was working well briefly until I realized
I couldn’t stay on the Internet more than
10 minutes at a time before I was dis-
connected. That was fine for a week,
but it got more annoying as time went
ion. During these last three months I
checked my Internet and computer set-
tings, loaded and reloaded the software,
called the Internet provider tech and
even had family and friends look it over.
The computer tech and most of my
friends (who have computer back-
grounds) told me I must have gotten a
bad modem. On the day I wrote this let-
ter, I got a new modem installed and
attempted to return the other modem to
Cheetah Computers for a refund or even
an in-store credit. All I received was a
manager who avoided me because he
didn’t want to deal with it and a secre-
tary who wasn’t sure what to do. The
secretary did all she could do tot help.
She talked to her manager repeatedly
from behind a cubicle, called the main
office and she even suggested I send the
modem back to the manufacturer for a
refund, which would take more money
out of my pocket.
In the end, the story was the same.
“We cannot take this modem back
because we’re not sure if we’ll get our
money back from the manufacturer.” At
that point, I asked “I have the original
receipt, the receipt says I have a one year
off-site warranty, but I can’t get a refund
or in-store credit?” The secretary basical-
ly said, “Yes, that’s correct.” What finally
happened was they gave m e a less
expensive modem in a red box with no
brand name that may or may not work
that I couldn’t use anyway. Yep! A man
with a college master’s degree got
screwed this time. It’s nice to know war-
ranties mean nothing these days. The
moral of this story is let the buyer
beware, everything is not always as it
seems and if you play with animals,
you’re bound to get bitten. 
Douglas Stamps
graduate student of counseling and guidance
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The Charleston City Council will voteTuesday on an ordinance that wouldallow bars to stay open an extra hour onFriday and Saturday nights for a trial
period of about six months. 
City Manager Bill Riebe said the proposal is a
compromise to lowering the bar-entry age to 19
and will hopefully deter after-hour parties.
City Council members should vote “yes” to
the ordinance; its benefits not only the students,
but the city and bar owners. And it’s a test – if
an extra hour of bar drinking proves ineffective,
closing time can be set back to 1 a.m.
Last fall, then-Student Body President Steve
Zielinski pushed for
the city to lower the
bar-entry age to 19 in
an effort to keep
Eastern students in
Charleston on the
weekends, rather than
driving to Champaign, where the bar entry-age
is 19. 
The City Council voted down the proposal
saying crime, including bar fights and vandal-
ism, increased during the trial period when the
bar-entry age was 19 in Charleston. 
City Council members also raised concerns
that the lower bar-entry age would allow high
school students into the bars.
While the lower bar-entry age was voted
down, Charleston officials did understand the
need for more entertainment for Eastern students
as well as the businesses need to keep students
in town.
The new offer is a compromise that will bene-
fit the students by providing a structured envi-
ronment for students for an hour longer. The
bars will benefit from the extra hour they will be
able to make more money and the city is bar-
gaining on benefiting too.
By voting yes to the ordinance, City Council
members are sending a clear message to the
Eastern community that they are willing to com-
promise and listen to half of the city’s popula-
tion – the students.
Extra bar hours
will benefit all
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u d m p 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
One hour of life, crowded to the full with glorious
action, and filled with noble risks, is worth whole
years of those mean observances of paltry deco-
rum.
Sir Walter Scott,
Scottish poet, novelist, historian and biographer, 1771-1832
Extended bar hours
Charleston City Council mem-
bers should vote “yes” to
changing the bar hours from 1
a.m. to 2 a.m. Friday and
Saturday nights.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
Ionce saw a list of the 10best and worst things aboutbeing a journalist.
On the best side it listed one
of the advantages as getting a
front seat to history, and it’s true.
After four semesters at The
Daily Eastern News and two
summers interning at The Daily
Journal in Kankakee, I have
meet so many fascinating peo-
ple.
This summer, I met a woman
in her 90s who was planning on going white-water rafting. I
got to ask every question I ever had about the Islamic reli-
gion when I interviewed a Muslim woman and her family as
part of a series on different religions. And I met a little girl,
who at 3-years-old, had undergone multiple surgeries and
had beat cancer. This summer, she had been in remission for
about five years.
The strength of the people I have met has never ceased to
amaze me, nor has the good spirit that promoted people to
volunteer. I have interviewed volunteers at school fund-rais-
ers, Special Olympics and other similar events. But all of the
volunteers have had one thing in common: they all just want-
ed to help.
Last year, I covered the Special Olympic Family Fun
Festival, held every fall at Lake Land College in Mattoon. I
didn't stay for the entire day, but I could tell people were
having a good time. Every person I talked to was enthusiastic
and having a good time, so this
year I went back, not as a
reporter, but as a volunteer.
For the first time in a long
time, I wasn't just thinking about
how neat this program I was
writing about was. I was think-
ing just how much fun it was.
I don't think I, or anyone else
I saw, had a frown on their face
the entire day.  Most students
even carried the spirit of cama-
raderie back to campus with
them. When we were leaving the parking lot, cars were lined
up all over. I looked like a concert just got out, but not really.
No one was angry or upset. No one was honking. Even
when police stopped the traffic coming out of the volunteer
parking lot to let the Special Olympians' vans and buses go
no one got upset. 
In fact, people toward to front even started waving and
calling good-bye to the Special Olympians.
After I got back to campus, I saw other people wearing
the orange SOFF shirts and everyone one of them had a story
to share about their day.
And now so do I, except it’s not just a story for print, it’s
a story for me.
Finally, a good reason to be a journalist 
“And now so do I,
except it’s not just
a story for print,
it’s a story for me.”Nicole Meinheit
Managing editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Nicole Meinheit is a junior English major and a biweekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cunmm2@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
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NUTS & BOLTS
$1 16oz. Drafts $3 Pitchers
PLUS.....$1.25 Bottles & Cocktails
Match Wins a Prize
Play
Tric your finaly legal!
Let’s make it a night to 
remember! 
Love, The Maxi!
Look Who’s 21!
1 LARGE
PIZZA
$7.95
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
$9.99
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
FREE 
DELIVERY
FREE
DELIVERY
PIZZA!  PIZZA!
2 Medium  1 topping
pizzas
Monday
tuesday
madness Store Hours
SUN 11-MIDNIGHT
Mon-Thurs 11-1:30
Fri-Sat 11-2
345-4743
3 West Lincoln
WITH 2 TOPPINGS
plus tax plus tax
carryout
plus tax$5.99
1 large 1 topping
we deliver
Midnight
SALE
Doors open 12:01
Tonight!
Nine Inch Nails: The Fragile (2 cd set 19.95)
Tori Amos:To Venus & Back (2 cd set 19.95)
Brian McKnight: Back at One 12.88
Kane & Abel: Rise to Power 12.88
Terror Squad: Terror Squad 12.88
Type O Negative: World Coming Down 12.88
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1st, 15th, 30th, & 50th customers through the door  Get it FREE!
Tailgating attracts 1,700 people, promotes school spirit
By Elizabeth O’Riley
Activities editor
The field behind O’Brien
Stadium Saturday was packed with
cars and pickup trucks spilling over
with people tailgating before the
Panther football team’s first home
game.
About 1,700 people came out
to tailgate before the Panther foot-
ball team’s first home game
against Southern Illinois
University, which the Panthers
lost lost 34-6.
Frisbee discs, footballs, music
and food were some of the high-
lights of the party, which featured
the band Baked Alaska.
Pat Brace, a junior speech com-
munication major and member of
the Panther Pride Committee, a stu-
dent marketing program, said
Baked Alaska was a good way to
attract people to the event.
“The idea was to get people out
here with the band. Naturally
Baked Alaska came to mind,”
Brace said. 
He said because the band is
already well-known around cam-
pus, they would spotlight the
event on just the one band, rather
than having two, which was
expected last week.
Brace said the tailgating tradi-
tion helps to build more school
spirit. 
Kyle Dooley, a senior speech
communication major and a mem-
ber of the Panther Pride
Committee, said he hoped more
students also would attend the
games. 
“This year we worked really
hard to build this up. We want to
see more students at the game,”
Dooley said.
Dooley said he hopes this will
help to bring back school spirit
and bring the campus back to the
students. 
Dooley also said he would
like to get the message out that
tailgating is not only for greeks
or specific organizations. All
students should feel welcome
because the university belongs
to everybody, he said.
By Shauna Gustafson
Staff writer
Sarah Greider, a 1993 Eastern
alumna, Friday said her interest in
finding out about people and
telling their stories through writ-
ing is one reason she would like to
fill the position of assistant direc-
tor of alumni services.
“I am interested in finding out
about people,” Greider said during
her on-campus interview. “I have a
real interest in finding out about
people and telling everybody
through writing.”
When asked what she thought
should be changed or added to
alumni services, Greider said
alumni should know that alumni
services is not just after money.
They are there as a resource to
alumni.
Greider also said she thinks
alumni should receive more infor-
mation about the Charleston com-
munity and about other alumni. 
Greider said there are three
things that alumni services should
be doing for its constituents: gath-
ering information about alumni,
being a resource for alumni and
letting alumni know that Linder
House is the place for them to get
answers to questions about
Eastern.
“(The position involves) almost
everything that I already do now,”
Greider said. “It just seemed like a
fit to what I am doing now, and
what I would like to continue
doing.”
Greider earned a bachelor’s
degree in journalism from Eastern,
and is currently the editor of TED
magazine, a monthly publication
for the National Association of
Electrical Distributors.
TED is based in St. Louis and
has a circulation of about 28,000.
Greider previously worked for the
Edwardsville Intellegencer, where
she was acting managing editor.
Many of the assistant director’s
duties are journalism-related, and
Greider said  the position would
be a good fit to skills she already
has.
Web site design is something
required of this position as well. 
Greider said she did not design the
web site for TED herself, but she
was in charge of gathering infor-
mation for the site.
“Our web site is updated once a
week. What I do is gather all the
copy,” Greider said. “I have been
trained on Microsoft Front Page
so I do know how to do (web
design).”
The two other candidates for
the position, Sarah Drury and
Janice Hunt, interviewed for the
position Wednesday.
Steve Rich, director of alumni
services, previously said he
expects to name the position today
or Tuesday. The salary for the
position is about $25,000 a year.
Adriene Weller /
Staff 
photographer
A group of
Eastern students
enjoy the tailgat-
ing festivities
before the foot-
ball game
Saturday evening
in the field behind
O’Brien Stadium.
About 1,700 peo-
ple came out to
tailgate before
the football
team’s first home
game against
Southern Illinois
University.
Third candidate interviews for alumni services position
This year we worked really
hard to build this up.We
want to see more students at
the game.
Kyle Doole,
member, Panther Pride committee
“
”
Adriene Weller / Staff photographer
Sarah Greider, a candidate for the
assistant director for alumni services
position, answers questions on how
she deals with stress during her inter-
view Friday afternoon.
I am interested in finding out about people. I have a real
interest in finding out about people and telling everybody
through writing.
Sarah Greider,
candidate for assistant director of alumni services
“
”
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Eastern Student Friends
for a Day
To the 700+
who spent seven hours of their Saturday,
September 18,  1999
THANK YOU!
You made our day.
From the participants of the 1999 Family
Fun Festival and its sponsors, ICTC.
VPs get less money than requested
By Meghan McMahon
Staff editor
The Council on University
Planning and Budget Friday dis-
cussed proposals to expend plan-
ning funds in each of the four vice
presidential areas, although the
amount of money available is 10
times less than the amount of
money requested, according to
Eastern President Carol Surles.
The proposals are part of
PC2000, which is the President’s
Council’s plan for fiscal year
2000.
Eastern President Carol Surles
told CUPB members the total
amount of funding available was
far less than the amount of fund-
ing needed to fund all of the
requests.
“What I’ve asked the vice pres-
idents to do is tell you how they’ve
arrived at their priorities,” Surles
said. “Their requests total at least
10 times what we have.”
Teshome Abebe, vice president
for academic affairs, said the aca-
demic affairs area requested about
$5 million and received $284,000
to fund proposals, which was the
“lion’s share” of the money grant-
ed. 
In the academic affairs area, 20
proposals were made and included
funding of the electronic broad-
cast journalism program, a faculty
and staff recruitment program and
enhancing the operating budgets
by 10 percent.
With the amount of money
allotted, the academic affairs
PC2000 subcommittee of CUPB
decided funding should be given
to the electronic broadcast jour-
nalism program, the faculty and
staff recruitment program, person-
al services and accommodations
for the Americans with
Disabilities Act.
David Carpenter, a CUPB
member and member of the acad-
emic affairs subcommittee, said
the subcommittee emphasized
those areas in the proposals but
did not emphasize any dollar
amounts.
Jeff Cooley, acting vice presi-
dent for business affairs, said the
business affairs area received
$58,840 for the PC2000 propos-
als. The amount requested was
$1.8 million.
The funds allocated will be uti-
lized for the restoration of non-
personal services line items,
Cooley said.
Other items included in the
proposals, such as the purchase of
a hazardous waste facility and the
development of a data warehouse
for institutional data, will be fund-
ed internally.
Cooley said the hazardous
waste facility is an area “that we
really need to address” and fund-
ing will be assessed internally.
The hazardous waste storage
facility currently is located behind
Carman Hall.
Jill Nilsen, acting vice presi-
dent for external relations, said the
external relations area requested
$2.2 million and received
$100,000. Proposals that will be
funded include development
activities, alumni activities and
image-enhancing activities for
campus.
Surles said the money allocated
to external relations is the salary
money for the vice president for
institutional advancement posi-
tion.
“After we appoint (a vice pres-
ident for institutional advance-
ment), we’ll have to find a way to
fund it,” Surles said.
Lou Hencken, vice president
for student affairs, said he
received $30,000 to fund propos-
als and the money will help fund
more ACE awards and hiring a
new psychologist for the
Counseling Center.
In other business, Nilsen made
a presentation regarding the recon-
figuration of the planning process.
She said the planning process has
been reconfigured to reflect Surles’
six goals for the university, the new
leadership in vice presidential areas,
new legislators in the Illinois General
Assembly, new director of the
Illinois Board of Higher Education
and the Illinois Commitment.
Under the new planning
process, Nilsen said Surles’ goals
were made known to the universi-
ty this month, the vice presidents
will develop planning focus state-
ments in January, deans and direc-
tors will issue objectives support-
ing the vice presidents’ planning
focus statement in March and
units such as faculty and staff
members will issue initiatives that
will implement the dean and
director initiatives in April.
What I’ve asked the vice
presidents to do is tell you
how they’ve arrived at their
priorities.
Carol Surles,
Eastern  president
“
”
Teacher of the Year: Nurturing
kids important part of teaching
Kelly Rush
Staff writer
Kathy Bissoondial, the 1998-
1999 Illinois Teacher of the Year,
said nurturing children and making
them feel valued is part of her
teaching philosophy.
“I believe in nurturing students’
whole selves; not just a part of
them,” Bissoondial said Thursday
in the Buzzard Auditorium. “If I
can make them feel valued - like
there is someone out there who
cares about them as a human being
-I feel like I have accomplished my
purpose.”
Bissoondial has taught for 29
years and credits her third grade
teacher, Sister Michael Ann, as the
reason she decided to pick teaching
as her career.  
She said she refers to Sister
Michael Ann as her mentor because
she made her feel like she mattered,
even in a crowded classroom of
children.
“Sister Michael Ann brought
me into the world of the reader and
writer,” Bissoondial said. “She
made learning come alive.”
Bissoondial said she wanted to
become a teacher to help other chil-
dren experience that same feeling
of worth and discovery. 
Playing Celine Dion’s song
“The Power of a Dream,”
Bissoondial began her presentation
with pictures of her trip to Space
Camp, where she joined other
Teachers of the Year from all
around the world. 
The camp, located in Huntsville,
Ala., ran for 10 days and consisted
of activities such as a simulated 
space mission, where “crew mem-
bers” prepared for takeoff and
enacted an actual trip into space.
Bissoondial was awarded an hon-
orary space suit for her participa-
tion, which she brought along to the
presentation.
Bissoondial said she did not
know she had won the Teacher of the
Year award until her name was called
while she was sitting on the stage at
the “Those Who Excel” banquet in
Chicago. She said she could not
believe that among all the worthy
candidates she had been chosen. 
“I just thanked God for this
blessing,” she said. 
She also spoke about children she
has taught and experiences that have
motivated her to continue teaching
and said her biggest accomplish-
ments are her students. 
Mandy Marshall / Photo Editor
Kathy Bissoondial, 1998-1999 Illinois
Teacher of the year, shares her teach-
ing philosophy Thursday night in the
Buzzard Auditorium. With her teacher
of the year honors, Bissoondial
attended space camp with other
Teacher of the Year award recipients.
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MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
University Union Bookstore
25%
Off  Greeting Cards
Now Through Saturday!
Store Hours:
Monday  - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625
FREE  CHECKING
ILLINOIS COMMUNITY BANK
Located in Mattoon Super Wal-Mart
First 2oo checks free with student ID
-Unlimited check writing
-Unlimited use of ATM card
-No minimum balance
-No monthly fees
Come and bank where you shop
Hours at Super Wal-Mart Center
M-F: 9:00-6:00  Sat.: 9:00-3:00 
Sun.: 11:00-3:00
Member FDIC Equal Housing Lender
Love,
Dee, Sarah
Jen, & Jamie
Happy 21st Erin
Lunch 11am-2pm
Chicken Salad Sandwich w/chips  $3.50
Express Lunch Menu Available
Dinner 5pm-9pm
Smothered Chicken, choice of 2 sides 
& side salad $6.50
345-STIX
Never a Cover •  Dance Floor w/DJ 
Full Service Beer Garden 
open Everyday & Night
Monday Night Football
20 oz drafts $1.50
All you can eat buffet 
$4.95
the daily eastern news
advertise.
Need money for
clothes?
Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make
money! 
By Elizabeth O’Riley
Activities editor
Continuing Eastern’s celebra-
tion of Latino Heritage Month, two
cast members from MTV’s “Road
Rules” Latin America spoke to
Eastern students Saturday on topics
ranging from Mexican family life
and architecture to cast relation-
ships and the auditioning process.
Abe and Holly, whose last
names are not reveled to protect
their privacy, from the seventh sea-
son of the show, shared experiences
and stories with students, pointing
out that they are not experts on the
history or culture, although Abe did
say he is an expert on Mexican
women.
The two were in Latin America
for eight and a half weeks, and
experienced  a very different culture
compared to America. Abe is origi-
nally from Illinois, before moving
to California, and Holly is from
Colorado and had the advantage of
speaking Spanish.
“(Knowing Spanish) was a huge
benefit in going down there,” Holly
said.
When people think of Mexico
they often think of drinking, party-
ing and beaches, but the two quick-
ly reassured audience members
there is much more to Mexico than
partying. A lot of the cities are big,
dirty and polluted, but there also are
very nice art and architecture, Holly
said.
The Latin culture is based
strongly on family and they are
very strict in following the family
values, Holly said. She was amazed
by one man who, without knowing
them, invited them into his home
for breakfast.
Abe mentioned a county fair the
cast went to, saying: “it was like a
constant celebration of little
things.” He said everyday there
seemed to be something to cele-
brate – either a saint or the produce
that was brought in that day.
“Everybody was incredibly
nice,” Holly said. “There’s a lot of
love there, they appreciate their cul-
ture and heritage.”
Comparing Mexico to the
United States, Holly said: “People
are more about getting to know
you, they are not about money;
once they know you they’ll do any-
thing for you.”
Abe was the cast member with
the Chihuahua named Menudo.
He said that in one of the bigger
cities in Mexico the people would
point and say “ah-Taco Bell.”
Holly said in Costa Rica the peo-
ple love swing music and Ricky
Martin. 
She said she noticed how respect-
ful children are to their parents. If
they are given rules, Holly said, they
respect and follow them. Parents will
have their children constantly check-
ing in with them for safety, she said.
Following the presentation   Abe
and Holly talked to the audience
about how the audition process
works.   
Road Rules’Abe and Holly talk
about experiences on the show
Adriene Weller / Staff photographer
Holly and Abe from MTV’s Road Rules, Latin America edition, share stories and
experiences, Saturday, in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. The two cast members visited Eastern to participate in Latino
Heritage month.
By Tony Svitak 
Staff  writer 
In an effort to help people in
2000 and beyond, the Coles County
Red Cross, in co-sponsorship with
the Charleston Area Chamber of
Commerce, will hold a public Y2K
Preparedness seminar  today.
The seminar will be at 6 p.m. at
the First Christian Church, 411
Jackson Ave.
Charleston Commerce official
Cindy Titus said the Red Cross
wants to do the seminar to prepare
the Charleston and campus com-
munity for the emergencies and
tasks that could occur during the
evening of Dec. 31 and in the later
months of the new millennium.
Doug Overmyer, Coles County
Red Cross executive director, will
speak at the seminar about what is
expected to happen during the pre-
dicted Y2K crisis.  
Business leaders and local
politicians also have been invited to
speak at the seminar. They will par-
ticipate in a panel discussion
regarding their own Y2K programs
for the public and will address the
concerns of the community.
According to Titus, both stu-
dents and citizens of Charleston
will  benefit from attending the
seminar. She said it is important
because everyone, must be able to
handle the emergency situations
that might happen after New Years
Eve.  
Presentation to offer Charleston residents tips  about Y2K
Mattoon Academy of Gymnastics
and Dance needs gymnastic
instructors and dance instructor.
Teaching Exp. preferred. Also
need receptionist with computer
skills. Must be willing to work with
children. 235-1080 or 752-6706.
_______________________‘00’
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information pack-
et. Call (202) 452-5942
______________________12/13
ATTENTION, ATTENTION, CCAR
Industries is looking for staff to
work, evening, nights & weekend
shift. Ft and PT hours available.
Flexible schedule, paid training is
provided. Applications can be
obtained at 1530 Lincoln Ave.
Charleston, IL 61920. E.O.E
______________________12/13
MANAGE A BUSINESS ON
YOUR CAMPUS!!  Versity .com
an internet notetaking company is
looking for an entrepreneurial stu-
dent to run our business on your
campus. Manage students, make
tons of money, excellent opportu-
nity!  Apply online at www.versi-
ty.com, contact Jobs@versity.com
or call (734) 483-1600 ext. 888.
______________________10/12
Farm Help Wanted. Experience
Preferred. Call after 3 or leave
message. 348-8906
_______________________9/27
HEY EIU STUDENTS...DO YOU
NEED MONEY FOR: TUITION??
ENTERTAINMENT??  GAS??
LAUNDRY??   CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partner-
ship with WESTAFF have oppor-
tunities that will fit all your employ-
ment needs. -Business casual
atmosphere. -Flexible schedules.
-Great Pay. -Incentives/bonuses.
CALL TODAY!!!   348-5250.
_______________________9/20
Monitoring position available. Full
time entry level position in sub-
stance abuse field, in an adoles-
cent residential substance abuse
treatment setting. Work schedule
to include evening, nights and
weekends. Competitive pay and
benefits. Submit resume by 9-23-
99 to: CEAD Council, Box 532,
Charleston, IL 61920. EOE
Farm help needed. Experience
on equipment helpful. Call 345-
2999.
_______________________9/22
Help Wanted: Circulation staff
needed for the Daily Eastern
News. Early bird hours: 4:30 am
start time. Minimum wage. Apply
at 1802 Buzzard.
_______________________9/30
Gunner Buc’s is looking for cooks
to work through Spring semester -
breaks included. Evening hours
good hourly plus tips. Weekends
a must. Apply in person after 3
pm South Route 45 Mattoon.
_______________________9/24
FREE BABY BOOM BOX + EARN
$1200!
Fund-raiser for student groups
and organizations. Earn up to $4
per MasterCard app. Call for info
or visit our website. Qualified
callers receive a FREE Baby
Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 ext.119 or
ext.125  www.ocmconcepts.com
_______________________9/20
Gov’t Postal Jobs  Now hiring in IL
and other areas. Start $13.10 to
$18.50/hr. For info and applica-
tion Call:
1-800-942-0200 ext. 5124
_______________________9/24
ATTENTION: Own a Computer?
Put it to work!  $25-75 hr PT/FT.
888-685-1400. www.work-from-
home.net/super
_______________________9/28
McArthur Manor apartment, 2
bedroom furnished, no pets, no
parties. 345-2231.
________________________‘00’
3 bedroom apartment at 62
Madison. $500/month. Call 345-
6621.
________________________‘00’
1 Bedroom apartment available.
All utilities paid. Close to campus.
348-0006
________________________‘00’
Chas., newer 1 Bd., w/d hookup.
Off square. 348-8284.
_______________________9/21
Spacious 3 room apt. for 1 person.
On square behind Will Rogers.
Furnished, $275/month. Spring
Semester Call 345-9232.
_______________________9/22
386 Computer, color, printer, Word
Perfect 6. Good for
Wordprocessing-$200, 348-1876.
_______________________9/30
‘Mountain Hard wear Gore-wind-
stopper Jacket and REI 3200 cui
pack. Call 3409.
_______________________9/20  
1997 Hyundai Tiburon, 55k miles,
PS, PB, DW, 5 Speed, Alloy
wheels, balance of warranty,
$9500, o.b.o
_______________________10/1
Coles County Pawn, 4th &
Madison 345-3623. Hours
Monday to Friday 10am-7pm,
Saturday 10am-4pm. Adult room
and smoke shop.
________________________‘00”
Spring Break ‘00  Cancun,
Mazatlan or Jamaica from $399
Reps Wanted!  Sell 15 and travel
free!  Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!
Info: Call 1-800-446-8355,
www.sunbreaks.com.
_______________________9/24
Wanna look great!  Call Jessie at
Coed Hairstyling. 348-7818. 7th
street & Lincoln.
_______________________9/29
Jamaican tan in Regular bed 10
for $27 or one month unlimited
$35.Super bed/ Stand-up 10 for
$37 or one month unlimited $45.
Sign up for free drawing every
month. Call 348-0018.
_______________________9/30
STIX IS NOW ACCEPTING
RESERVATIONS FOR FAMILY
WEEKEND. CALL 345-STIX.
_______________________9/23
JOIN BACCHUS! Encourage and
educate others to make healthy
decisions about alcohol, drugs,
sexual health and safety. Monday
Nights at 7:00 in the Casey room.
_______________________9/20
Make up to $2000 in one week!
Motivated Student Organizations
needed for marketing project.
www.CampusBackBone.com\Fun
d-raiser or
www.CreditHealth.com\Fund-rais-
er or Call Dennis at 1-800-357-
9009.
_______________________9/21
Welcome back students!  Tropi
Tan special-10 tans for $25. 618
W. Lincoln. 348-8263
_________________________00
Informal Rush Wed. Sept. 22nd  7
p.m. at the TKE house across
from Old Main
_______________________9/24
SPRING BREAK 2000-PLAN
NOW!  Cancun, Mazatlan,
Acapulco, Jamaica & S.Padre.
Reliable TWA flights. America’s
best prices & packages. Book
now and SAVE!  Campus Reps
wanted- earn FREE trips.
1.800.SURFS.UP  www.student-
express.com
______________________10/21
SKI 2000 & Millennium Fiesta.
Crested Butte Jan. 3-8 starting at
$329 (5nts). New Years in MEXI-
CO via TWA Dec. 28 (5nts) and
Jan 2 (6nts) Book now!  1-800-
TOUR-USA www.studentex-
press.com
______________________10/27
FREE TRIPS AND CASH!!!
SPRING BREAK 2000.
StudentCity.com is looking for
Highlt Motivated Students to pro-
mote Spring Break 2000!
Organize a small group and travel
FREE!!!  Top campus reps can
earn a Free Trip & over $10,000!
Choose Cancun, Jamaica or
Nassau!  Book Trips On-Line. Log
In and win FREE Stuff. Sign Up
Now On Line!
www.StudentCity.com or 800/293-
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fund-raising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 15 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
INTERMURAL SPORTS.  Intermural registration is on
Tuesday, Sept. 21 all day at the Student Rec Center.
Intermural registration for Volleyball deadline is Tuesday.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Right To Life will be on
Monday, Sept. 20th at 6:30 in the Newman Catholic Center,
500 Roosevelt.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER.  Communion Service on
Monday, Sept. 20th at 12:05 in the Newman Catholic
Center, 500 Roosevelt.
PRSSA.  Meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 20th at 6:00pm in
Buzzard Building Room 2439.  Special guest speaker Bobby
Kingery of Cancer Services.  
KAPPA ALPHA PSI.  Informational on September 20 at
8:00p.m. in the Afro-American Culture Center (located on
7th Street, across from Blair and Old Main).  Please note
that the informational is “Tonight.”
CampusClips
For rent
Sublessors
For sale
Announcements
Personals
Travel
Advertise ====
More $$$$$$$$$
more business
more $$$$$$$$$$
Advertise
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
The harsh reality is this team is no where near as good as in
1995, when they won the Gateway Conference. Last season’s
6-5 club even seems like a playoff contender compared to the
1999 version.
For once, somebody agrees with me, mainly Eastern head
coach Bob Spoo.
When asked if there’s any adjustments the coaches can
make to shore up the defense, Spoo didn’t resort to coach talk
– he was honest.
“That’s the scary part,” he said. “I don’t know that there is
(an adjustment we can make). 
“We’re not very good.”
He also described Saturday’s loss as a “poor, poor effort.”
“It was a badly played football game,” Spoo said. “In 13
years, I haven’t seen anything that sorry.”
In three years of covering football, I’ve seen many sorry
things: A 41-0 season-opening loss to Western Illinois in 1997,
a 49-7 pounding at the hands of Eastern Kentucky to end that
same season where a win would have put the Panthers in the
playoffs and we can’t forget about the 48-0 shellacking at
Central Florida last year.
But I’ll agree with Spoo. 
Saturday’s game takes the cake.
Merda
from Page 12
By Bill Ruthhart
Staff writer
The Eastern Illinois Athletic
Department inducted its eight newest
members to the EIU Hall of Fame at half-
time of Saturday night’s football game
against Southern Illinois.
Perhaps the most recognizable of the
inductees, Ron Paap, was named to the
hall after retiring last year as associate
athletic director, a position he held for 34
years.
“I’m very pleased, rather surprised,
and very humbled,” said Paap, who was
responsible for managing all Eastern
home athletic events. “When you consid-
er how many great people have been
inducted, it makes you feel even more
appreciation for Eastern. I loved every
moment of my employment with Eastern
Illinois University, and this is a great feel-
ing.”
Gene Creek, former Eastern pitcher
and current head baseball coach at Lake
Land Community College, also was hon-
ored to be recognized in front of a crowd
of more than 8,000 at O’Brien Stadium.
“This is a real honor,” said Creek,
who graduated in 1963. “They didn’t
have the Hall of Fame when I was here,
so the thought of being inducted never
entered my mind.
“I’ve always been proud to say I
attended EIU and that I played baseball
at Eastern,” said the only pitcher to throw
a nine-inning no-hitter in Eastern’s histo-
ry.
Bob Thomas, a 1974 graduate, set
more records and won more national
championships, 10, than any other swim-
mer in Panther history.
“I’m excited, honored and somewhat
embarrassed,” said Thomas, who is the
current swimming and diving coach at
Ball State University. “Every time I come
back, it’s like a homecoming. I have a lot
of great memories and Eastern has really
made a difference in the last 30 years of
my life.”
Among the other five inductees was
Jay Taylor, who was honored posthu-
mously. Taylor is the most prolific scorer
in Eastern basketball history and was a
two-time Sporting News Honorable
Mention All-American. Taylor played
briefly with the New Jersey Nets and also
played with several Continental
Basketball Association teams.
Roger Beals, who graduated in 1960,
was inducted after being MVP of
Eastern’s basketball team in 1960, and
earning three letters. Beals, who coached
Chrisman High School for 21 years
before retiring in 1993, recorded 597 vic-
tories during his career.
Dan Furlan, a swimmer and a mem-
ber of the class of 1970, was named to
the EIU Hall of Fame after becoming an
NAIA national record holder six times
during his career at Eastern. Furlan
earned All-American honors and was
named to the NAIA Hall of Fame in
1980. 
Three-time NCAA Division II cross
country All-American Larry Mayse led
the Panthers to national championships
in 1968 and 1969. Mayse, who graduat-
ed in 1970, currently is a captain with
Delta Airlines.
Don Yost was inducted as a friend of
the university after being one of the ath-
letic department’s most supportive indi-
viduals. Besides being a financial bene-
factor, Yost sponsors post-game parties
and weekly luncheons at Stix Restaurant
and Bar, which he owns.
Eastern inducts eight into Hall of Fame
By Dusty Cookson
Staff writer
After a disappointing loss at Marquette last weekend,
Eastern’s women’s rugby team was looking for a more
impressive showing Sunday when they returned home to
take on Southern Illinois. 
Although Southern wasn’t quite the challenge
Marquette was last weekend in Milwaukee, head coach
Frank Graziano was much more impressed with his team’s
47-6 victory.
“We were a lot more focused this week than last week,”
he said. “I think last weekend we had a lot of (nerve prob-
lems) playing Marquette.”
But unlike last weekend, Eastern would decide its fate
early. The Panthers came out in dominating fashion, con-
trolling the game from the start. 
Led by an impressive offensive attack, Eastern’s sti-
fling defense was  key in the win. Southern rarely found
themselves in any sort of position to score, as Eastern held
the Salukis to a mere six points. Along with the Panthers’
defense, came a well-balanced offensive attack. Eastern’s
offense proved to be more than enough for SIU – they
tacked up a string of continuous scoring surges which led
to  47 points. 
Although Eastern managed to club Southern in the
home opener, they’ll most likely find themselves battling
a much tougher team in the University of Illinois next
weekend.
“U of I is gonna be a very difficult game for us,”
Graziano said. “They are a really good team. They had a
very strong win (Saturday). It’s gonna be a tough game for
us, but we’ll be ready.”
Women’s rugby
dominates SIU
By Gabe Rosen
Staff writer
Omaha, Neb. proved to be an unwelcome place for the
women’s soccer team as the Panthers suffered a 1-0 setback
at the hands of the Pepperdine Waves Sunday at the
Creighton Tournament.
Pepperdine’s Cheri Phillips and Eastern’s Jeanine
Fredrick both were stingy in goal, but Fredrick allowed one
goal which proved to be the game-winner.
Pepperdine forward Kate Desmond scored on a header at
the 22:21 mark to put the Waves ahead for good.
Fredrick finished the game with 11 saves while guarding
the net for the entire 90 minutes. 
Meanwhile, Pepperdine’s Cheri Phillips picked up 11
saves as well, blanking the Panthers for the game.
Women’s soccer team
loses to Pepperdine
Are you so broke you can’t afford to do
laundry and have been wearing the same
pair of undies for three weeks? 
Sell your stuff in the classifieds.
By Gabe Rosen 
Staff writer
The men’s soccer team started off the
weekend on the right note with a 1-0 vic-
tory over the College of Charleston before
dropping the second game of the Southern
Methodist University Nike Classic to tour-
nament hosts SMU, 3-0.
“It was a good weekend for us,” said
Panther head coach Tim McClements.
“The guys played well on Friday and we
deserved the win.”
The Panthers entered Friday’s game
against Charleston shorthanded, but still
turned in a gutsy performance.
“We were playing without Tom Dillon
and Ryan Hunt,” McClements said. “The
guys stepped up and played well.”
The game’s only goal was scored in the
opening minutes by Panther sophomore
Andy Nijoka.
Meanwhile, Panther junior goalie Ryan
Waguespack shut out Charleston while tal-
lying seven saves.
Eastern was not as fortunate on
Saturday however, as they were blanked by
seventh-ranked SMU.
“Southern Methodist is a very good
team,” McClements said. “It was an honor
being a part of such an impressive tourna-
ment and for the young players, it was a
great experience.”
SMU got all the scoring it would need
at the 56:31 mark when sophomore Carl
Bussey beat Waguespak for his third goal
of the season.
The Mustangs added another goal at the
71 minute mark and then capped off the
scoring with 12 seconds left in regulation
when Mohamed Fahim found the net.
“We held our own, but we had missed
some offensive opportunies,” said
McClements. “It was unfortunate to give
up a goal with 12 seconds left in the
game.”
Although Eastern will have to settle for
a weekend split, evening the team’s record
at 3-3, McClements hopes the tough
schedule will be beneficial to the team in
the future.
“It is imperative that we play teams of
this caliber to set the tone for what we have
ahead,” McClements said. 
–Dave Pump contributed
By Bill Ruthhart
Staff writer
The Eastern volleyball team
picked up its domination of the
Ohio Valley Conference right
where it left off last year, defeating
both Tennessee-Martin and Murray
State at home over the weekend.
After easily defeating
Tennessee-Martin (3-7, 0-1) 15-10,
15-5, 15-3, the Panther volleyball
players had a tougher match on
their hands Saturday afternoon
against the Racers.
After winning the first two
games fairly easily, 15-6 and 15-8,
the Panthers had to come from
behind to take the third game, 16-
14.
“We played at the level of our
competition (Saturday),” interim
head coach Andrew Epperly said.
“I knew Murray would have a lot
more experience than Martin and I
knew we’d have a fight on our
hands.”
Defense was once again the
story for Eastern as they out-dug
and out-blocked their opponents in
both matches.
“We out-blocked another oppo-
nent,” Epperly said. “And defen-
sively, we dug a lot of balls and got
to some balls that I didn’t think we
could get to.
“We work hard on defense in
practice, and we expect to be supe-
rior in the match,” he said. “We
need to continue to practice block-
ing and it looks like that might be
starting to pay off.”
After falling behind 14-11 in the
third game, the Panthers used a
team effort to come back for the
three-game win. A kill from fresh-
man outside hitter Karen Liss, a big
block by senior outside hitter
Meleah Cutler and a critical kill
from sophomore middle hitter
Leslie Przekwas tied the game at
14. Another kill by junior Kim
Blackwell and an attack error by
Murray sealed the match for
Eastern. 
“We need to learn how to have
some kind of intensity,” Racers
head coach David Schwepker said.
“We fell apart in that third game
and Eastern came back and just
took over.”
The Panthers are back in action
at home again Tuesday night when
they face off against the Saint
Louis Billikens at 7 p.m. in Lantz
Gym.
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Volleyball team completes OVC sweep
Solid attendance turnouts for
both Friday’s and Saturday’s
matches against Tennessee-Martin
and Murray State gave the Panthers
an added advantage in their first
two home and conference matches
of the season. The loud crowds
also made it difficult for the Ohio
Valley Conference foes over the
weekend.
“Eastern’s crowd is always real-
ly tough and really loud,” Murray
head coach David Schwepker said.
“This is a real tough place to play.”
Tennessee-Martin head coach
Chris Rushing also felt the wrath
of the Panther crowd.
“This is a tough place to play
in,” he said. “The crowd is right
over your shoulder and they’re
loud. And it doesn’t help any that
you’re opening up the conference
season on the road against the
defending conference champs.”
Digging out victory
After winning two consecutive
NCAA Division I National Dig
Titles the past two
seasons, Eastern
has continued to
use its defense to
post wins.
“Eastern
Illinois just digs
everything,”
Rushing said.
“Whenever we put a solid play
together, Eastern popped it up. I
can definitely see why they have
been the national dig champions
the past two years.”
Schwepker also is impressed by
Eastern’s defensive effort.
“They’re awesome. They’ve got
a great defense and a bunch of very
smart players,” he said. “They get
great reads and are everywhere on
defense.”
Not only have the Panthers con-
tinued to dig well, but the blocking
has continued to improve as the
season progresses. The Panthers
out-blocked the Skyhawks 10.5-4
and the Racers 9-6.
“They will win a lot of games
with that defense,” Rushing said.
“And they have the power to put
the ball away in transition.”
Heimann returns 
After suffering a third degree
sprained ankle just two days before
the season opener, sophomore out-
side hitter Amy Heimann returned
to action Friday night against the
UTM. 
“It’s good to have Amy back
and it makes everyone happier to
have everybody healthy,” junior set-
ter Gen Ramos said. “It gives us
more people to turn to and it’s a
good feeling to have everyone
back.”
Although she saw limited action
this weekend, Epperly doesn’t want
to rush Heimann, who he felt had
the best fall camp of all his players,
back on to the court too  early.
“It was good to have Amy back
out there,” Epperly said. “She was
rusty, but I expected that. But she
should be rusty, she’s been out for
three weeks.”
The Lantz advantage pays off over weekend
Volley
ball
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Kappa Delta Congratulates their Spring ‘99
scholars
4.0
Alicia Acker
Angie Beckman
Ciara Bozarth
Christina Gugliotta
Jennifer Hokinson
Karinda Matthews
Melissa Roeder
3.7-3.99
Tommi DeVore
Kelly Fairchild
Jennifer Gugliotta
Shara Koch
Rhonda Latham
Amy McGoogan
Patti Muster
Bridget Pehr
Elizabeth Rayhill
Julie Schimmelpfenning
Stacey Wolf
3.4-3.69
JoAnn Brown
Alison Driscoll
Erin Florczak
Cori Franz
Amanda Furlan
Erin Gaffey
Kristi Martin
Kerri Mauger
Meghan McGovern
Michelle Minger
Sara Nelson
Melissa Rainey
Melissa Rosignol
Brenda Russell
Amanda Ryan
Stephanie Talamonti
Tammy Vorel
3.0-3.39
Jenny Andrlik
Jill Bacevich
Theresa Benson
Jenny Bosvay
Jenne Brdlick
Tammie Brydun
Tracey Cavanaugh
Katy Friefeld
Erica Gumbrell
Heather Hawkins
Sarah Hughes
Tracy Lamont
Erin Legett
Tanya Lingafelter
Erica Linge
Kristen Listowski
Lauren McLaughlin
Shannon McNulty
Mary Ann Mueller
Serena Pace
Dana Pernini
Brooke Reifsteck
Kelly Smith
Darby Stack
Kim Wadhams
Tabitha Wetzel
You finally made the big “21”
birthday. Happy wishes from
Mom, Dad, Victor, Patches and
that special guy Rob.
Stuck between a rock
and a hard spot?
Need Money???
ADVERTISE!!!
Men’s soccer team splits weekend action at Nike Classic
Can you read and write? 
Even if you can’t, come work for the sports department.
Call 7944 and ask for Kyle or Chad.
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Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR 
Today
No events scheduled
Tuesday
7 p.m. – Volleyball vs. St. Louis 
(at Lantz Gymnasium)
NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Miami 2 0 0
New England 2 0 0
Indianapolis 2 0 0
N.Y. Jets 0 1 0
Buffalo 0 1 0
Central
Jacksonville 2 0 0
Pittsburgh 2 0 0
Tennessee 2 0 0
Baltimore 0 2 0
Cincinnati 0 2 0
Cleveland 0 2 0
West
San Diego 1 0 0
Kansas City 1 1 0
Oakland 1 1 0
Seattle 1 1 0
Denver 0 2 0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Dallas 1 0 0
Arizona 1 1 0
Washington 1 1 0
N.Y. Giants 1 1 0
Philadelphia 0 2 0
Central
Detroit 2 0 0
Minnesota 1 1 0
Tampa Bay 1 1 0
Chicago 1 1 0
Green Bay 1 1 0
West
St. Louis 1 0 0
San Francisco 1 1 0
New Orleans 1 1 0
Carolina 0 2 0
Atlanta 0 1 0
Sunday ‘s Results
Pittsburgh 23, Baltimore 20
Jacksonville 22, Carolina 20
Seattle 14, Chicago 13
San Diego 34, Cincinnati 7
Detroit 23, Green Bay 15
Miami 19, Arizona 16
Oakland 22, Minnesota 17
New England 31, Indianapolis 28
Washington 50, New York Giants 21
Tampa Bay 19, Philadelphia 5
San Francisco 28, New Orleans 21
Kansas City 26, Denver 10
Tennessee 26, Cleveland 9
*New York Jets at Buffalo 
Today’s Game
Atlanta at Dallas, 8 p.m.
MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L GB
New York 90 59 —
Boston 87 62 3.0
Toronto 77 73 13.5
Baltimore 71 76 18.0
Tampa Bay 65 85 25.5
Central Division
W L GB
x-Cleveland 91 58 —
Chicago 67 81 23.5
Detroit 60 88 23.0
Minnesota 60 88 31.0
Kansas City 59 90 32.0
West Division
W L GB
Texas 89 61 —
Oakland 82 66 7.0 
Seattle 74 75 14.5
Anaheim 61 88 28.0
Sunday’s Results
Chicago 3, Toronto 2
Tampa Bay 15, Texas 2
Minnesota 2, Seattle 1
Boston 7, Detroit 3
Oakland 12, Kansas City 3
*Baltimore at Anaheim
Today’s Games
Cleveland at Detroit, 6:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Anaheim, 9:05 p.m.
Minnesota at Oakland, 9:05 p.m.
Kansas City at Seattle, 9:05 p.m.
Tuesday’s Games
Toronto at Boston, 6:05 p.m.
Cleveland at Detroit, 6:05 p.m.
Chicago at New York, 6:35 p.m.
Baltimore at Texas, 7:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Anaheim, 9:05 p.m.
Minnesota at Oakland, 9:05 p.m.
Kansas City at Seattle, 9:05 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L GB
Atlanta 93 57 —
New York 92 58 1.0
Philadelphia 70 79 22.5
Montreal 63 86 30.5
Florida 58 91 34.5
Central Division
W L GB
Houston 92 59 —
Cincinnati 88 62 4.5
Pittsburgh 73 75 17.5
St. Louis 70 79 21.0 
Milwaukee 66 82 24.5
Chicago 60 89 31.0
West Division
W L GB
Arizona 90 59 –
San Francisco 82 66 7.0
San Diego 70 79 19.5
Los Angeles 69 80 21.0
Colorado 67 83 23.5
Sunday’s Results
Chicago 8, Milwaukee 7 (10)
Houston 4, St. Louis 3
Arizona 8, Florida 7
Atlanta 5, Montreal 1
Pittsburgh 8, Cincinnati 5
New York 8, Philadelphia 6
Los Angeles 5, Colorado 2
*San Francisco at San Diego
Today’s Games
Houston at Pittsburgh, 6:05 p.m.
St. Louis at Chicago, 7:05 p.m.
Philadelphia at Milwaukee, 7:05 p.m.
Arizona at Colorado, 7:05 p.m.
Cincinnati at San Diego, 9:05 p.m.
San Francisco at Los Angeles, 9:10 p.m.
Tuesday’s Games
Montreal at Florida, 6:05 p.m.
Houston at Pittsburgh, 6:05 p.m.
New York at Atlanta, 6:40 p.m.
St. Louis at Chicago, 7:05 p.m.
Philadelphia at Milwaukee, 7:05 p.m.
Arizona at Colorado, 7:05 p.m.
Cincinnati at San Diego, 9:05 p.m.
San Francisco at Los Angeles, 9:10 p.m.
NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L T Pts
Philadelphia 0 0 0 0
Pittsburgh 0 0 0 0
New Jersey 0 0 0 0
N.Y. Islanders 0 0 0 0
N.Y. Rangers 0 0 0 0
Northeast Division
W L T Pts
Boston 0 0 0 0
Buffalo 0 0 0 0
Montreal 0 0 0 0
Ottawa 0 0 0 0
Toronto 0 0 0 0
Southeast Division
W L T Pts
Atlanta 0 0 0 0
Carolina 0 0 0 0
Florida 0 0 0 0
Tampa Bay 0 0 0 0
Washington 0 0 0 0
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L T Pts
Chicago 0 0 0 0
Detroit 0 0 0 0
Nashville 0 0 0 0
St. Louis 0 0 0 0
Northwest Division
W L T Pts
Calgary 0 0 0 0
Colorado 0 0 0 0
Edmonton 0 0 0 0
Vancouver 0 0 0 0
Pacific Division
W L T Pts
Anaheim 0 0 0 0
Dallas 0 0 0 0
Los Angeles 0 0 0 0
Phoenix 0 0 0 0
San Jose 0 0 0 0
COLLEGE
Ohio Valley Conference
Football Standings
OVC    Overall
Western Kentucky 1-0 2-1
Murray State 1-0 1-2
Tennessee State 0-0 3-0
Eastern Kentucky 0-0 2-1
Tennessee Tech 0-0 1-1
Eastern Illinois 0-0 0-3
Tennessee-Martin 0-1 1-2
Southeast Missouri 0-1 0-3
Saturday’s Results
Southern Illinois 34, Eastern 6
Murray State 45, SEMO 18
Tennessee Tech 18, Liberty 15
Tenn. State 42, Florida A&M 25
Eastern Ky 31, Indiana St. 24
South Florida 21, Western Ky 6
Southern 34, Eastern 6
Southern Ill   14  6  0 14  34
Eastern Ill      6   0  0  0    6  
Scoring Summary:
Southern Ill-Poteete 28 run
(Everhart kick)
Southern Ill-Poteete 4 run
(Everhart kick)
Eastern Ill-Cutolo 47 pass from
Buich (two-point conversion failed)
Southern Ill-FG Everhart 24
Southern Ill-FG Everhart 37
Southern Ill-Koutsos 1 run
(Everhart kick)
Southern Ill-Poteete 6 run
(Everhart kick)
SIU EIU
First downs                 29          19
Rushed-yards 52-27932-63
Passing yards 244 269
Sacked-yards lost 5-31 1-3
Return yards 40 20
Passes 15-26 21-31
Fumbles-lost 2-1 2-2
Penalties-yards 11-60 5-48
Time of possession 34:14     25:46
Individual Statistics
RUSHING: Southern Ill-Koutsos
32-172, Poteete 13-72, E Egan
3-24, Kennedy 3-9, Madison 1-2.
Eastern Ill-Mcdavid 8-39, Jr
Taylor 8-23, Besenhoffer 1-6, Buich
11-2, Brown 3-1, J Davis 1-minus 8.
PASSING: Southern Ill-Poteete 15-
26-2-244. Eastern Ill-Buich21-31-2-
269.
RECEIVING: Southern Ill-Cor
Craig 5-102, Hamlett 3-43, Col
Crabbe 2-23, Koutsos 2-22,
Douglass 1-28, Wafford 1-15, R
Mcallister 1-11. Eastern Ill-Smith 5-
62, Massat 4-68, Cutolo
3-57, Bumphus 3-20, Kreke 2-26,
Jr Taylor 2-15, Gilkey 1-13, G
Davis 1-8.
A–8,312
How the top 25 teams in The
Associated Press’ college foot-
ball poll fared this week:
1. Florida State (3-0) beat No. 20
North Carolina State 42-11.
2. Tennessee (1-1) lost to No. 4
Florida 23-21.
3. Penn State (4-0) beat No. 8
Miami 27-23.
4. Florida (3-0) beat No. 2
Tennessee 23-21.
5. Nebraska (3-0) beat Southern
Mississippi 20-13
6. Michigan (3-0) beat Syracuse       
18-13.
7. Texas A&M (2-0) beat Tulsa 62-13.
8. Miami (2-1) lost to No. 3 Penn 
State 27-23.
9. Wisconsin (2-1) lost to Cincinnati 
17-12. .
10. Virginia Tech (2-0) did not play.
11. Georgia (2-0) did not play.
12. Georgia Tech (2-1) beat Central 
Florida 41-10.
13. Ohio State (2-1) beat Ohio 40-16.
14. Purdue (3-0) beat Central 
Michigan 58-16.
15. Arkansas (2-0) beat Louisiana-
Monroe 44-6.
16. Kansas State (2-0) beat Texas-
El Paso 40-7.
17. Southern California (2-0) beat 
San Diego State 24-21. .
18. Alabama (2-1) lost to Louisiana 
Tech 29-28..
19. Arizona (2-1) vs. Stanford.
20. North Carolina State (3-1) lost 
to No. 1 Florida State 42-11.
21. UCLA (1-1) vs. Fresno State.
22. Arizona State (1-1) lost to New 
Mexico State 35-7..
23. Colorado State (2-1) lost to No.
25 Brigham Young 34-13, 
Thursday.
24. Notre Dame (1-3) lost to 
Michigan State 23-13. .
25. Brigham Young (2-0) beat No.
23 Colorado State 34-13, 
Thursday.
CROSS COUNTRY
EIU Cross Country Inviational
Top Eastern Finishers
Men
2. Jason Bialka – 25:07:40
4. Ryan Boyles – 25:57:29
5. Eric Wheeler – 25:57:40
7. Bruce Lundborg – 26:05:49
8. Damon Nicholas – 26:10:73
Women
2. Beth Martin – 18:42:33
3. Erika Coull-Parenty – 18:51:92
5. Lindsay Speer – 19:01:35
7. Lisa Klingler – 19:07:70
8. Shelli Trocha 19:16:25
VOLLEYBALL
Sept. 17 vs. Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Illinois  15  15  15
Tenn-Martin 10    5   3
Kills - Cutler (EIU) (15); Cohea
(UTM) (9)
Assists - Stuchly (EIU) (24);
Vicknair (UTM) (14)
Service Aces - Brandys (EIU) (3);
Duback (UTM) (1)
Digs - Dubach (UTM) (10), Bevans
(UTM) (10); Blackwell (EIU) (9),
Brandys (EIU) (9)
Hitting Percentage - Liss (EIU)
(.429); Cohea (UTM) (.348)
Sept. 18 vs. Murray State
Eastern Illinois 15 15 16
Murray State 6 8 14
Kills- Blackwell (EIU) (15); Ernst
(MSU) (11)
Assists - Dabbert (MSU) (33);
Ramos (EIU) (24), Stuchly (EIU) (24)
Service Aces - Brandys (EIU) (2);
Wood (MSU) (2), Dabbert (MSU) (2)
Digs - Liss (EIU) (19), Neighbors 
(MSU) (19)
Hitting Percentage - Cutler (EIU)
(.429); Ernst (MSU) (.370)
SOCCER
Men’s Soccer
at SMU Nike Classic
Eastern 1,
College of Charleston 0
Eastern 1 0 1
Charleston 0- 0 0
Goals – Eastern – Nijoka (Perry)
38:06;
Saves – Eastern – Waguespak 7;
Charleston – Marino 4
SMU 3, Eastern 0
SMU 0- 3 3
Eastern 0- 0 0
Goals – SMU – C. Bussey 2
(Corbin, Whiteley) 56:31, 70:53;
SMU – Fahim (Casabielle) 89:48;
Saves – SMU – Foss 4;
Eastern – Waguespak 12;
Women’s soccer
at Creighton
Tournament
Pepperdine 1, Eastern 0
Pepperdine 1 -0 1
Eastern 0- 0 0
Goals – Pepperdine – Kate
Desmond (T. Spangler) 22:21;
Saves – Pepperdine – C. Phillips
11;Eastern – Fredrick 11;
ON THIS DAY
1913 – Twenty-year-old amateur
Francis Ouimet beats Britain’s
Harry Vardon and Ted Ray in an
18-hole playoff to win the U.S.
Open.
1924 – Grover Cleveland
Alexander wins his 300th game as
the Chicago Cubs defeat the New
York Giants 7-3 in 12 innings.
1939 – Joe Louis knocks out Bob
Pastor in the 11th round at Briggs
Stadium in Detroit to retain the
world heavyweight title.
1973 – Billie Jean King beats
Bobby Riggs in straight sets to win
the Battle of the Sexes and the
$100,000 winner-take-all purse in
Houston.
1982 – The NFL Player’s
Association announces a strike at
the completion of the Green Bay-
New York Giants Monday Night
game.
1987 – Chicago’s Walter Payton
breaks Jim Brown’s NFL record
with his 107th rushing touchdown
as the Bears beat the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers 20-3.
1990 – Howard Griffith of Illinois
sets an NCAA scoring record when
he rushes for all eight of the Illini’s
touchdowns in its 56-21 victory
over Southern Illinois.
1992 – Raymond Floyd makes
PGA Tour history, becoming the
first player to win tournaments on
the regular and Senior PGA tours
in the same year. Floyd birdies five
of his last seven holes to win the
GTE North Classic after winning
the Doral-Ryder Open in March on
the regular tour.
Be part of an EXCITING INTERNET COMPANY
apply online at www.versity.com
email your resume to: jobs@versity.com
fax your resume to: 734/483-8460
or call: 877/VERSITY ext.888  (837-7489)
needed:
Campus Operations Manager
• Earn great money
• Excellent resume builder
• Flexible schedule
• Gain Management and Marketing experience
JERRY’S
PIZZA 
& PUB
Corner of 4th and Lincoln
345-2844
DELIVERY SPECIAL!
1 LARGE 3 TOPPING PIZZA
and Qt. of COKE
$10.75 
The Station
E v e r y d a y
S p e c i a l s
SERVED WITH SOUP OR SALAD, VEGETABLE
AND COICE OF POTATO
ENTREE SOUP
MON. RIBEYE STEAK NAVY BEAN
TUES. COUNTRY FRIED CHICK. NOODLE
STEAK
WED. PORK CHOPS CR. OF BROC.
THURS. MEAT LOAF CR. OR POTATO
FRI. FRIED FISH CLAM CHOWD.
SAT. 1/2 CHICKEN FRENCE ONION
SUN. BBQ RIBS CHILI
D R I N K
SPECIALS
M O N . C O R O N A - $ 2 . 0 0
T U E S . BUD LIGHT-$1.50
W E D . MILLER LITE-$1.50
T H U R . BUDWEISER $1.50
F R I . M I C H E L O B - $ 1 . 5 0
SAT. DRAFT BEER- $1.00
SUN. HEINEKEN-$2.00
THE STATION
611 MONROE
348-8055
OPEN 7 DAYS 11AM-3AM
Weekends - Live Music
Mon - Open Mic
Delivery 7 days a week
4pm to 3am
$5.
95
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer
The men’s and women’s cross
country teams had an impressive
showing Saturday, with both teams
capturing a win on their home
course.
“This is a good way to end
things while we have two weeks of
training before Illinois,” head coach
John McInerney said. “We will use
this as a springboard into the nasty
competition that is ahead.”
The women got off to a good
start as Eastern held tight to the top
five positions just before the mile.
As the Panthers entered the second
mile, things started to break up.
Lisa Simon from Illinois State
emerged as the leader followed by
Panther junior Erika Coull-Parenty
and sophomore Beth Martin. 
“I felt pretty good until the mile
and a half, but then I just couldn’t
stick with the lead runner,” Coull-
Parenty said. “I need to mentally
work on having a consistent pace
and conserve my energy.
Finishing first in 18:25 was
Simon from ISU, with Martin 17
seconds behind and teammate
Coull-Parenty rounding out the top
three finishers.
Lindsay Speer finished fifth
while Klinger ended her last home
race of her collegiate career not far
behind Speer in seventh with a time
of 19:07. 
“We went out as a team and had
an attitude that we would win,”
Klinger said. “Everyone kept
reminding me that it was my last
meet and seeing my teammates
with their blue and silver ribbons
running close together really moti-
vated me.”
“It was good to be home
because we had more spectators
that support us and being here gives
us a chance to make a name for our-
selves that we can’t really do when
we’re on the road,” Coull-Parenty
said.
The men’s race had equally
tough competition as the competi-
tors remained in a close pack at the
mile. Blue emerged toward the
front with sophomore Jason Bialka
leading the Panthers.
“Our pack of runners needs to
be more up, but I’m not too worried
because it’s only September and we
need them by October,” Bialka
said.
Towards the fourth mile,
Lindenwood’s Sean Birren shot out
into the lead with Eastern alum
Todd Moroney running unattached
in second. Bialka remained
Eastern’s lead runner with
Lindenwood’s Bashar Ibrahim
close behind as their pack distanced
themselves from the rest of the
competition.
Birren finished with a lead time
of 24:48 with Moroney and Biaika
finishing tight at 25:03 and 25:07.
Senior Ryan Boyles crossed
Eastern’s finish line for the last time
as a Panther, finishing fifth as
Eastern’s second runner in 25:55
with teammate Eric Wheeler just
behind in 25:57.
“There was a little more motiva-
tion going into this race, but our
main objective is to get that chase
pack tightened up,” Boyles said. 
Cross country
teams sweep
weekend action
Don’t forget to check
the DENfl ‘99 results
online Wednesday.
www.eiu.edu/~den
Watson Watch
Chiefs 26, Broncos 10
Game stats:
Kick returns:
5-113 yds; 22.6 avg.
Punt returns:
3-6 yds; 2.0 avg.
Upon
Further
Review...
SportsThe Daily Eastern News12 MondaySeptember 20, 1999
SIU gets offensive
Entering the game, the Southern Illinois
offense had a reputation for putting up big
numbers. 
The Salukis had scored 40-plus points in
each of its previous two contests. 
The Panthers held SIU to 34 points, but
that doesn’t mean the Saluki offense didn’t
do its fair share of damage.
Southern featured a balanced offensive
attack on its way to racking up 523 yards
in total offense. 
Junior quarterback Sherard Poteete
passed for 244 yards and rushed for 73 of
the team’s 279 yards on the ground.
Poteete also ran in three of SIU’s scores
himself.
Freshman running back Tom Koutsos
rushed for the Salukis’ only other score of
the game at the start of the fourth quarter.
Koutsos finished the first half with only
46 yards on the ground, but came alive in
the second half to finish the game with 176
yards and a 5.4 average per carry.
“The kid is a fine running back, make
no mistake about it,” Eastern head coach
Bob Spoo said. 
“He runs with authority, but we didn’t
tackle him.”
Missed tackles were a problem for the
Panther defense all night.
“He was a decent runner,” Eastern
sophomore defensive back Kourtney Young
said of Koutsos. 
“It was maybe a little of both (Koutsos’
ability and the Panthers’ inability to tackle
him). We have a lot of confidence in our-
selves. We have the confidence we can stop
them anytime. We just have to keep our
heads up.”
Missing in action
Part of the Panthers’ troubles with the
rushing game may be attributed to missing
personnel.
Eastern was playing without injured
tight end Seth Willingham and offensive
lineman Matt Gehrig.
Gehrig, along with junior defensive line-
man Tony Torres, was suspended by Spoo
for missing a morning walk through.
“He was suspended by me,” Spoo said.
“Gehrig and Torres both. It was a one-
game suspension. It’s a team matter.”
Not a streak like Hawaii’s...
With the loss to Southern, the Panthers
now find themselves in the midst of a four-
game losing streak dating back to last sea-
son.
The last Panther win came in a 56-35
victory over Tennessee-Martin on Nov. 14.
While the Panthers may have dropped
the first three games this season, they have
yet to play an Ohio Valley Conference con-
test.
“We’re 0-3. That’s nothing to be happy
about. Nothing at all. But the main goal is
to win the OVC,” junior split end Frank
Cutolo said. “We’ll come out and practice
hard and start all over from the drawing
board.”
Replacement players
In the absence of injured split end Phil
Taylor, Cutolo assumed the starting role,
catching three passes for 57 yards. Cutolo
had a long catch of 47 yards and scored
one touchdown.
Junior Nathan Kreke filled in for
Willingham and caught two passes for 26
yards.
Consider this Eastern’s version of“Where’s Waldo” with a twist.We’ll call it “Where’s the footballteam’s defense.”
Sometime in the third quarter of Saturday
night’s game against Southern Illinois, I
began looking for it. The obvious place to
check was down on the field. Nope, no
defense down there.
Perhaps they got sidetracked with a round
of hide-and-go-seek before the game. A quick
inspection of the press box yielded nothing.
The locker room was empty too.
Some people were still in the tailgate area.
They denied playing for Eastern’s defense,
but they may have just been too ashamed to
admit it.
Then for one brief moment, it looked like
we were going to find the ever elusive defense.
That’s when the student scavenger hunt
began. But the public address announcer was
looking for the wrong things – students with
Eastern key chains, pictures of their pets, etc.
Really,
what the
announce-
ment should
have said was:
“The first per-
son to report
to the south
end of the
press box with
Eastern’s
defense will
win free
tuition for a
year. And please, for everybody’s sake, hurry
up. Run up here and even knock over old
ladies in your way if you have to.”
The previous statement may sound ridicu-
lous, but that’s just how desperate the situa-
tion is with for winless Panthers.
“We’re 0-3. That’s nothing to be happy
about. Nothing at all,” split end Frank Cutolo
said after the game. 
The 0-3 record is the worst start for the
Panthers since 1977 when they finished 1-10.
Thank goodness Eastern plays Tennessee-
Martin this Saturday, a team that broke a 16-
game losing streak last weekend. But nobody
should count this an an easy win. We’ve
learned very few things are guaranteed this
season, with the exception of the opposition’s
offense racking up 500-plus yards each game.
Yes, Eastern did play two I-A teams
already and oddly enough, played better
games against Central Michigan and Hawaii.
Against Southern, the defense wasn’t
there, nor was the offense. For a team that
likes to run, 63 total yards on the ground isn’t
going to cut it. Eastern moved the ball, but
poor decisions and mental mistakes prevented
the team from punching it in the endzone.
A bearded lady from a circus sideshow
had a better chance of scoring Saturday night
than the Panther offense did.
Chad Merda
Sports editor
email: cuccm1@pen.eiu.edu
Suicide Squeeze
Even the bearded lady could score
Salukis hound defense
See MERDA Page 9
By Kyle Bauer
Associate sports editor
Midway through the third quarter of
Saturday night’s 34-6 loss to Southern
Illinois, the Saluki mascot wandered over to
the Eastern sideline.
He and Billy Panther engaged in a staged
fight for the crowd. The Saluki mascot pro-
ceeded to pound on Billy until Eastern’s
beloved panther resorted to using low blows.
But even after that, the Saluki mascot contin-
ued his onslaught.
That fight pretty much summed up the
night the Eastern football team had.
“It was a badly played football game by
us,” head coach Bob Spoo said following the
game. 
“In 13 years, I haven’t seen anything that
sorry. Absolutely, I’m disappointed. We had
chance after chance but we couldn’t convert.
It was a poor, poor
effort.”
Trailing 20-6 at the
start of the fourth quar-
ter, the SIU offense
marched the ball 87
yards down the field to take a 27-6 lead that
would put the game out of Eastern’s reach.
A 33-yard pass from junior Sherard
Poteete that slipped past defensive back
Kourtney Young landed in the grasp of a div-
ing Cornell Craig on the Eastern 1-yard line.
Freshman running back Tom Koutsos
picked up one of his 176 yards on the touch-
down run the very next play.
“I had my hands on the ball,” Young said
of the deep pass. “Unfortunately he took it
away from me. He made a couple of good
catches.”
The Saluki defense shut down Eastern’s
ground game, holding the Panthers to only 63
yards rushing. Quarterback Anthony Buich
responded by passing for 269 yards, but
turnovers cost the Panthers early in the game.
The Panther offense turned the ball over
on two of its first three possessions. The SIU
offense took advantage, scoring both times.
“I don’t know what to say,” junior split end
Frank Cutolo said of the team’s performance.
“We have to be more consistent as a team and
offensively. Honestly, I really don’t know. It
kills you to drive down the field that far and
then have mental mistakes and miscues. We
have to go back and correct those mistakes.”
Cutolo did not seem to be the only one at
a loss for words following the game. 
“That’s the scary part. I don’t know that
there is,” Spoo said, struggling to point to
any specific adjustments the team must
make. “I don’t know right now. We’ll just
have to see how they come back and see
what they’ll do to.”
David Pump / Staff photographer
Eastern punter/holder Bill Besenhofer cuts the corner past a Southern Illinois defender while placekicker Chad Larner tries to get away with an illegal
block in the back. Besenhofer did pick up the first down on the fake field goal attempt, but Eastern fell 34-6 to go 0-3 on the season.
Spoo: In 13 years, I haven’t seen anything that sorry
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